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moment — crisis, war, election, triumph, failure, etc.
Historically, we are more like an oil portrait, a work in
progress for which we have had many sittings in order to
“get it right”.
Our many images reveal what we are, or were.
We are not short of images, but most Americans don’t
give much thought to the many different ones which we
established to do our country’s work and to present
ourselves to others. We have been, and still harbor
within us, the severe 17th-century New England Pilgrim
preacher; the 18th century weathered Yankee trader on
horseback; the 19th-century Pioneers in wagons with

Our title question, “Who Are We?”, that we have
engaged in our seven previous issues may turn out to
be unanswerable — either because time, technology
and events are moving too rapidly or because we lack
sufficient courage and common purpose to face the fear
and recognize the reality of our identity.
Who Are We? There is no quick answer. We are
a mixture of image, identity and history which combine
to form our culture. Politically, we are a stop-action
photo of our laws and government at any particular

IN THIS ISSUE, we present some key contradictions that our failures of will and policy have
allowed to grow and claim status in our culture. This issue is divided into two parts the second of
which constitutes our reply to a reader regarding Islam in America.
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE, and for the three that follow it, we will deal with the political aspects
of our culture and identity in the highly charged atmosphere of governmental change, and we will
continue our analysis of Islam’s unique threat to America.
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family, furniture and animals moving slowly
day by day into the unknown west; the late
19th-century capitalist depicting excess;
WW I doughboys; the solid 20th-century
industrial workers; the blurred images of
the great Depression years when pain was
our common denominator; GI Joe of WW
II; postwar suburban families modernized
from covered wagon days.
If our society is the mirror that
reflects our history, our culture is
the image that it projects.
Our historical “portrait” is mostly
created by the actions of government —
wars, politics, treaties, trade and, recently,
humanitarian efforts, while our culture
has been mostly formed by people, although
government has become increasingly active
in this area since the Depression years. If
our society is the mirror that reflects our
history, our culture is the image that it
projects.
In the beginning, government was
everything — our political promised
land and home to the lofty aspirations
of both political parties. Today, it is no
exaggeration to describe government as
what’s left over after, or fills the space
between, our political arguments. This
decline in our concept and practice of
government has weakened us at home and
abroad and is a key element in the loss of our
values, democracy and justice. Government
in the U.S. has not been of fixed quantity
or quality, but rather has experienced both
the benefits and difficulties posed by our
exceptional growth in money and power.
Our present failure to maintain
a government of even basic integrity and
efficiency has had, and will continue to
have, very negative consequences for
our country; and because the cultural
contradictions that we have allowed can
act as both the cause and the result of our
current governmental distress, we should
understand that resolving them is critical
to the process of correcting and reclaiming
our government.
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SPQR
These letters formed the insignia
that adorned the banners and military
equipment of Rome’s legions as they
extended Roman culture and power
throughout Europe, North Africa, the Near
East (NE) and Asia Minor. They stand for
The Senate and People of Rome, and it is
worth noting that, although the Caesars
held unchallenged centralized power, it
was the identity of the Senate and People
under which Roman soldiers fought and
died.
Rome’s empire was successful in
every important way. Its life was measured
in centuries, not decades, and it imposed
Roman culture, government and language
(Latin) in the vast territory it conquered.
Of these, language ranks with architecture
as the most enduring, as it is the root
from which most European languages have
developed.
Conquering armies employ many
kinds of symbols to foster and maintain
identity between troops of often differing
social, economic or other origins —
swastikas, crosses, flags, animals, initials
(notably the Napoleonic “N”) — but Rome is
exceptional in having conquered and spread
its language throughout the known world
of its time in the name of its legislature and
citizens.
Language is uniquely important in
that it can remain after occupying troops
are gone and, in a generation or two, can
become part of the host culture. Latin,
while not written or spoken today outside
of the Vatican, is a presence in all European
romance languages. Language is important!
Culture is important, and culture can be
directed and changed by human efforts.
*

*

*

In our 21st century world, English
enjoys the same status as Latin did during
the span of Rome’s early empire (27B.C.
— 476 A.D.) for, although many languages
are recognized and used in our era of
global communications, English has become
the standard for science, commerce,
diplomacy, air/sea navigation and military/

humanitarian efforts. This is a status that we have
enjoyed, encouraged and imposed whenever possible, and
it is viewed by us and others as a natural result of our
wealth, power and success.
But now in America an entirely different effort
is under way which is intended to diminish English’s
universal acceptance to one of parity with other
lesser languages. This effort is one of various parts,
places and purposes which combine under the label of
multiculturalism (MC) to attempt to denigrate our
national tradition and divide Americans politically and
culturally.
One recent and extensive blow struck against
English occurred in the Clinton administration when he
issued an executive order mandating that all documents
and forms used in public activities such as voting,
welfare, tax matters, employment etc. be available in
the individual’s native language. The list of languages
covered came to somewhere between 160 and 200 and
incurred considerable costs for printing, translating,
interpreting, etc., but it served Pres. Clinton’s purpose
of bonding the Democratic party more closely with the
rapidly growing immigrant population.
Fast forward to October, 2013 when the
Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) became law and
Secretary Sebelius of Health and Human Services
announced that language translation would be available
for all enrollees in 180 languages.1
Between the Clinton and Sibelius pronouncements,
concerns grew and attempts were made in Congress to
pass legislation to make English the official language of
the federal government, but they failed to pass largely
because pro-immigrant forces portrayed these efforts as
“racist” and anti-immigrant. More recently, the English
Language Unity Act was introduced earlier this year “to
preserve and enhance the role of English”.2
There is nothing inflammatory in the language
of this or the previous acts that were sponsored in
Congress. They cited our historic traditions and
sought to repair our national unity that has suffered
severe damage from the ongoing attacks by MC and proimmigrant forces.
Legislation may or may not work its way through
Congress, but that is not the main story. There are
larger issues on very prominent display. We must always
remind ourselves that we can determine the direction
of our culture, and yet the truth here is that neither
our elected representatives nor the general public have
viewed our failure to prioritize our national language
as a major issue.
In this and subsequent issues of our electoral
year we will explore cultural contradictions with
political impacts. The contradiction posed by the
treatment of English in foreign countries and in our

own is extraordinary. Around the world nations small
and large are committed to the growing use of English
and the education of their own youth in its use. Here,
we are unwilling to insist on it even as the language of
our government. Nor do we require that newcomers
master it promptly, but instead authorize dual language
instruction that is costly, inefficient and, in effect,
delays proficiency in both reading and writing.

. . . a loss of nerve, judgement and identity.

This situation is nothing less than a horror with many
names in which we betray our culture, history and
the world’s universal language for political purpose
— not principle, just purpose! And, of course, the
financial cost will amount to billions. This is a
cultural contradiction of the worst kind, as it exposes
our unwillingness to protect our own identity. It may
be considered a minor political inconvenience by our
senators and representatives but the rest of the world
cannot help but recognize it for what it is — a loss of
nerve, judgement and identity.
Why? And what is the source of this failure?
One factor which has changed our “American way” and
now strongly impacts our national life is that we harbor
an increasingly vocal and active element that does not
“buy into” the values and culture that have provided the
framework for our national history.
Not only does this element fault America for
results that others deem enviable, but a growing number
of its members actually hate our nation for its wealth,
power and success as well as its failures. This feeling
is not expressed as a form of constructive criticism, but
rather as a means to vent feelings of anger, envy and
despair generated by their own historical and cultural
record. America has endured this sense of growing
division and antagonism under the guise of MC for too
long. As it goes far beyond normal political difference,
it can only be exposed and expelled by the counter forces
of public opinion and leadership.

OTHER NUMBERS, SAME CULTURE . . .
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Population in the 21st century is a key domestic
issue for two increasingly important reasons. With our
population now at 330 million, our annual percentage
increases are producing progressively larger numbers
which apply growing pressure upon our economic,
natural, social and civic resources. At the heart of
the problem caused by this pressure is that, although
our resources are finite, our national policies treat
unchecked population growth as positive and to be

encouraged. Here, we call attention to a very different
attitude expressed by the late Dr. Albert Bartlett,
Professor Emeritus in Nuclear Physics at University of
Colorado, Boulder.

of our political leaders’ cowardice is nowhere more
apparent than in their refusal to engage the substance of
reports they have commissioned.
*

“Can you think of any problem in
any area of human endeavor on any
scale, from microscopic to global,
whose long-term solution is in any
demonstrable way aided or advanced
by further increases in population,
locally, national or globally?”3
The second reason is that neither the American
public nor its elected leaders have recognized population
as a threat. In the language of criminal investigations,
it is not a “suspect”, nor even a “person of interest”.
There are, unfortunately, multiple excuses and defenses
for this attitude that will have to be addressed, if we are
to move from denial to reality.
In this century, we will have to face the
population issue just as India (vasectomies) and China
(1 child) did, or our economic and social contracts
will fail. And, as population pressure builds, how can
we encourage and admit foreign populations committed
to religiously ordained high fertility rates. One image
suggests that native Americans will struggle to maintain
our low birth rate culture while the migrants we admit
insist on freedom to pursue the high fertility goals their
religions command.
This problem poses a classic cultural conflict
which we have ignored by determined intellectual
obstructionism. What is it we do not understand? We
know that, if we run a water hose into a five gallon
can, it can only hold five gallons; or if we over inflate
a balloon, it will reach its limit and explode; or if we
apply sufficient heat to a piece of paper, it will burst
into flames. In all of these situations we are aware of
the limits and consequences of testing natural laws.
And yet our political leadership for almost a
half century has not had the will to ask the most basic
or tentative questions about America’s role in this global
issue. This is cultural conflict second to none, and we
should reflect upon how we could have influenced our
culture and our world had we embraced and supported the
findings of the 1972 Rockefeller Commission’s report.4
As with other valuable commissions led by and
composed of private citizens (i.e., the 9/11 and Barbara
Jordan efforts), the presidents involved enjoyed the
photo-ops and editorial comment that accompanied the
reports’ releases, but lacked the political courage to
“stay the course” with Congress or the American people.
End result: Money spent, time and talent wasted, and
benefits to the nation or its people — none. The crisis

*

*

In 21st century America the case can be made
that the three most painful issues that plague our
society are drug addiction, gun violence and race. Each
has contributed its own deep and persistent agony but,
whereas guns and race have held prominent places in our
culture since our founding, our massive drug use is a
product of only the last half century
What they all share is that they derive from acts
of individual will, whether in the present or the past.
Memories are the windows through which we view our past;
and time and pain are the drapes we draw across them to
avoid their truths, which is also an act of will. As we know
cultures can be influenced and changed by human agency,
we must accept responsibility for the serious cultural
and civilizational damage that we have allowed to grow
and that is now seemingly beyond our control.

GUNS
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Guns have been with and part of America since
its beginning, both before and after we became a
nation, and are indirectly referred to in the language
of the Constitution’s second amendment by the phrase
“the right of the people to keep and bear Arms” as
necessitated by “a well-regulated Militia”.5 The context
for this privilege was the way in which we employed loyal
militia to fight our war of Independence against England.
As we extended our borders westward
throughout the 19th century, many frontier communities
were formed that, lacking police, courts, or other public
protections, relied upon personal arms for safety, and it
was in the heroic images of frontier life, where law was
often created and enforced by armed individuals, that
guns achieved their outsized and emotional status within
our culture.
Frontier life came to an end in the 20th century
as our population and territorial growth required
public safety services to be included in even small and
remote new communities. But, as the “I am the law”
rationale for having guns diminished, it was replaced
in our rural/agricultural/open areas with the “way of
life” defense.
The latter still stands strong today and has
been joined by a new by-product of our present century
— the tendency to take offense at a very mild level of
argument and to resolve it by the use of guns. Such
“trigger” responses were encouraged by the constant
promotional activities of the National Rifle Assoc (NRA)

and the growing inclusion of gun use situations in
adult and children’s broadcast and print media over
almost a century.
There is no sign that our fixation with guns
is diminishing. Quite to the contrary, some states are
moving towards accepting “open carry” legislation that
allows guns to be worn openly in a holster in public
and private spaces, including, of course, one’s car or
truck. Recently, in FL the legislature considered a bill
to permit “open carry” at colleges and universities,
and, at the national political campaign level, a petition
seeking permission for attendees at the GOP nominating
convention in July to be able to carry pistols quickly
garnered over 50,000 supporters. Fortunately, the
Secret Service had the last word, and it was “no”.
Still, the image of “what might have been” lingers — an
atmosphere of high-stake political competition, ‘round
the clock entertainment and delegates bearing arms !
The issue of guns in our country has grown from
their early acceptance through many twists and turns to
its present battleground status. In the process it has
shifted from one identity to another — recreational use,
legal right, public protection and the catch-all, trigger
squeeze “stand your ground” — and with the help of
intensive mainstream media coverage is never “off the
charts”. It shifts seamlessly from one camouflage to
another, as the public demands, without resolution.
Why? Because our fixation with guns has put down deep
roots in our national psyche with political risks that we
are unable to address in an open way. This continuing
confusion and division do enormous harm to our culture.

industry, however, crime was rescued by WW II. The
years immediately following it were ones of renewal,
planning and resettlement in which we had to deal with
the strange, new world of peace and our increasingly
decisive role in it.
By the 1960s we had accumulated enough real and
imagined causes to express a surprisingly wide range of
political/social disaffection. Given such an opportunity
(recall the youth movement’s marijuana inspired mantra
of “tune in, turn on, drop out”), America’s leading crime
families quickly began to establish the organizational
and promotional structure necessary for the large
scale production, importation and distribution of, at
first, marijuana and, then, heroin, cocaine and, their
derivatives or mimics.
As with any growing industry, competition was
fierce, resulting in both expansion and consolidation
in which loss of life, not just money or territory,
was the cost of failure. During Prohibition and its
aftermath until the 1960s organized crime came to be
tightly controlled by five Italian families each of which,
by agreement, had rights to specific territories and
activities. Anyone seeking to alter these distribution
models without authorization from the ruling families
was scheduled for prompt and often bloody elimination.
The usual result was that uninvited newcomers may
have provided a temporary distraction, but they were
quickly removed and drug commerce in the streets,
bars, night clubs, hotels, transportation facilities and
sports venues returned to smooth, careful and mostly
cooperative control of the Italian families.
From time to time, different national groups
tried to break the Italians’ grip. These included
Jamaicans, Chinese, Russians, Colombians and, of course,
Mexicans who had a distinct edge because so much of our
drug trade was not only brought in across our southern
borders, but also grown and/or processed there. Our
law enforcement efforts fell behind the reality of our
drug addiction and never really caught up.
Alarmed by the spread of drug addiction and
the variety of drugs entering our market, in June, 1971
President Nixon declared “the war on drugs” would be a
national priority and have available to it the necessary
resources of time, money and people for establishing
control. Since then, many billions of dollars, untold
hours and thousands of lives have been spent to rid
ourselves of our drug habit. Where do we stand today?
Fast forward to a TV newsclip in February which
showed the house where Mexican drug lord, “El Chapo”
Guzman, had been captured and where $22 billion in $100
bills was stored in rooms, closets, or other suitable
spaces. The house also contained an extensive collection
of guns and ammunition, but it was the cash that caught

DRUGS
Nothing, except perhaps our superpower status,
is more antithetical to the circumstances and aspirations
of our origins than the lethal and compulsive drug
subculture that we have allowed to become a dominant
economic, social and legal problem in our society. Its
roots lie in the opium usage of Chinese laborers who
came to this country in the 19th century glory days of
railroad construction; and in the practice of our 20th
century jazz and dance bands to enjoy the recreational
and stimulant powers of marijuana and cocaine in their
often late and lengthy performances.
With the passage in December, 1933 of the
twenty-first amendment ending Prohibition, organized
crime experienced the loss of its primary source of
revenue for which the economic hardship of the Great
Depression offered little in the way of replacement.
The numbers’ games, extortion, loan sharking, gambling
all served their limited markets, but lacked the mass
market, pleasure-on-demand usage of alcohol. Like
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the eye. And remember, Guzman is only one among the
many “drug dealers” who provided the drugs to satisfy
the cravings of this global market in which we are the
indisputable superpower.
The argument over whether to legalize marijuana
continues, and we may eventually reach that decision
because fifty years of enforcement has not succeeded.
But, if we do move to the legalization policy, do we then
also give a pass to the other more powerful drugs?
America is famous for its application of freemarket thinking (“the market will decide”) to most of
our major problems — whether as a rationale for taking
action or an excuse for failure. As our panacea for a
range of political, social and commercial issues, and as
market-based decisions often fail or, even worse, are
counterproductive, we should take a close look at our
drug market.
Like any other mass market, those who compete
in it rely upon both expansion to a larger number of
users and the introduction of new products. In the drug
market both of these goals have been realized.
Drugs are the most dangerous element in our
national game of “let’s pretend”; they deny or postpone
reality; and they are the final argument in that part of
our culture which believes that one more pill or needle
will perform the magic of banishing the pain and penalties
that attend life in 21st century America.
What have 45 years of “the war on drugs”
accomplished? What is the current state of “the
market”? It has grown enormously in both users and
products, indicating that our society’s demand for
drugs is unrelenting. The earliest products, marijuana
and heroin, prepared the way for cocaine which, in turn,
encouraged the use of “meth” and a variety of “designer
drugs” able to be produced in small laboratories by new
chemical methods.
With production improved and demand continuing
to grow, drug use could only go up. And as the drug
market is not only a business exercise but also a contest
with law enforcement, it tends to be highly fluid in its
market development, and new products are one way to
confuse or move ahead of enforcement efforts.
Towards this end, it has introduced a new
product line of prescription opioid drugs which can be
manufactured and marketed illegally or can be obtained
by illegal methods from legitimate prescription sources.
As usual, the numbers can be enlightening. The U.S. with
5% of the world’s population accounts for 80% of its
opioid use which produced 28,000 U.S. deaths in 2014.6
But “the war on drugs” is not just a matter of
numbers of those who are addicted and the products they
choose to satisfy their addiction. Beyond the criminal,
judicial, incarceration, public health and safety issues
created by our drug addiction it presents major

sociological and political challenges with disturbing
cultural consequences.
. . . favors are themselves a universal
currency in our criminal justice world.
The distribution base for the drug trade usually
begins in low income or poverty zones where the lure
of big, quick and easy money from drug sales can either
transform life there or provide a “ticket out”. And,
as with any high cash flow activity, drug dollars from
drug dealers have readily found their way into the
hands of local politicians and those many public officers
who administer our justice system at local levels —
prosecutors, jailers, defense attorneys, judges, sheriff
departments, bail bondsmen, witnesses, 911 responders,
court attendants. This is not to say that all these people
take bribes. They don’t, but the system is a huge one with
many people in motion handling evidence, determining
“rights” and then judging or sentencing accordingly. In
such a mix, a large payment for a small favor can make a
big difference. And even if no cash changes hands, favors
are themselves a universal currency in our criminal
justice world.
Another aspect of the sociology of our drug
trade is political — more specifically, race; for in the
poverty areas where the drug trade can be a career
choice, race and ethnicity draw strong lines of identity
and power to which politicians must pay attention. Still,
there are some that defy either political or sociological
solutions. Blacks comprise the largest percentage of
those under detention in our jails. Is this simply because
they commit more crimes than others or because they
lack some of the social basics that health, education,
good parenting, nutrition, etc. offer in more meaningful
degree to others? Unfortunately, a workable answer
is more than we have reason to expect from our
political class.
But blacks are not the only group that plays
an important role in the drug trade. Because so much
of our illegal drug trade has come from or through
Mexico, it has sprouted labor forces throughout this
country that are wholly Mexican and that, in turn, have
established branches of Mexico’s most violent youth
gangs in many American cities. These groups practice
murder, robbery, rape, torture, extortion and more as
both rites of initiation for new members and as their
“business” way of life.
. . . our share of the world’s consumption
is outsized compared to our population.
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In all facets of our drug addiction and our
attempts to eliminate it, we cannot avoid noticing the
many and serious cultural contradictions that we have
allowed to grow to the point where they pose serious
threats to our culture and further to our society at
large and our civilization. We are not alone in this; other
countries in the “developed” world share in the drug
curse, but, as with opioids and other substances, our
share of the world’s consumption is outsized compared
to our population.
This last is one of the two images we must keep
in mind in thinking about drug use in our country and
culture. Our demand has been, and continues to be,
ravenous — so much so that, despite its dangers and
damages, victory in the “war on drugs” remains beyond
our reach. Would legalization of one or more drugs
change this? The argument is made that legalization
would “let the market decide” and, in the process, lower
drug prices by eliminating the criminal element, but it
also raises other questions on which our political class
is unable to agree.
The most probable result is that we will continue
on our present course regardless of its ineffectiveness.
But then there is our second image — that of “El Chapo”
Guzman’s $22 billion in cash in his house. Just one man;
one stash; one house; in Sinaloa, Mexico. But there are
others, many others; some will be caught; probably more
won’t. What they have in common is that they are getting
rich by meeting our demand!
A photograph is the record of a fixed moment
separated from the flow of time which measures our
lives from birth to death. Photos can record only the
span of an instant, but can suggest much more, as did
the pictures of “El Chapo’s” house with its $22 billion
in cash and hundreds of guns — pistols, shotguns,
rifles, automatic assault weapons and shoulder-fire
missiles. The word “iconic” is greatly overused by our
media, but here it is unavoidable. Here, in one image of a
crime scene, we have a portrait of two of America’s most
difficult and damaging issues — guns and drugs awash
in money. It commands our attention by suggesting the
greed and power of the evil that now infects our lives
and institutions. Guzman has already escaped twice
from Mexican federal prisons. Will his “magic” prevail
in another attempt, or does his third capture deliver a
“three strikes and you’re out” sentence?
*

*

penalties capable of eroding cultures, civilizations and
life, itself.
. . . as the “war on drugs” proves
unable to keep pace with the global
growth of drug use.
Whatever its origin, our 21st century life in
America has been shaped by billions of years of the
trial and error biology that we call evolution. What is
there in our time/culture that leads millions of people,
here and in other Western Civilization (WCIV) nations
to find life so worthless or threatening that they must
alter and/or end it by drug addiction? This is a question
that WCIV, not just the U.S., must address and resolve.
Efforts to date have been well-intentioned, but far from
successful. New attitudes and efforts are needed. Time
passes and grows short, as the “war on drugs” proves
unable to keep pace with the global growth of drug use.

RACE

*

Whether life comes to us as a gift from God or as
the result of a distant and unique combination of physics
and chemistry, we are its inheritors, its beneficiaries;
and, whichever source we accept, we must live according
to the rules of its creation. Otherwise, there are
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The issue of the place of race in our democratic
republic has been with us since our founding. The
experiences of slavery, poverty, political denial and
prejudice that blacks have encountered in individuals
and institutions contradicts both the specific language
and the spirit of our Declaration of Independence and
Constitution, and yet they have endured in varying
degree up to the present.
Our progress in dealing with our race problem
was marked by four major events — three positive and
one of mixed value. The positives were provided by
government actions — the Civil War and its Emancipation
Proclamation, Pres. Truman’s 1947 desegregation of our
military forces and the Johnson Administration’s 1964
passage of the Civil Rights Act. And, more recently,
we have experienced the election of B. H. Obama to the
presidency which we view as an event of mixed value in
that, while it seemed to indicate real progress when it
occurred, as time passed it stirred up and reinvigorated
old attitudes and emotions which had been put out
of sight, but not out of reach. This was a setback for
racial progress which was also slowed by Pres. Obama’s
political acts and attitudes, as a more centrist political
direction might well have silenced his most determined
critics, or at least have deflected their concerns.
Unfortunately, rather than bringing Americans
together, as he emphasized in his campaign and inaugural
speeches, his political direction moved steadily further
to the left throughout his two terms. Without commenting
on the policies involved, such a course had no chance of
encouraging unity, especially with a divided Congress in

which the Democrats controlled the Senate and the GOP
the House of Representatives.
*

*

our nation’s people and their government.
Race and racism, while linked, are two distinct
issues, as we saw in the election of Pres. Obama which
was generally seen as an event that would mark progress
in the nation’s efforts to improve racial relations and
move towards racial equality. The race issue improved,
but the same can’t be said for racism which is not subject
to legislative control but survives in the attitudes of
individuals and in institutions on which we have placed
great reliance for our pursuit of the democratic ideal.
Racism, through the violence and sense of
victimization of those who practice it, has become a catchall effort which includes the grievances, motivations,
methods and manipulation of parties other than those
devoted solely to social relations.
Politically, situations in which one cause is
loaded with the objections, resentments and negatives
of others appear more frequently in our democratic
system than in most others. We saw this back in the days
of intense Communist activity from the 1930s through
the 1970s when the accusation of being a Communist was
used as a blunt edge instrument to express other aspects
of political disaffection. So prevalent was this broadbrush method that in 1938, the House of Representatives
established the House Un-American Activities Committee
under the chairmanship of Rep. Martin Dies. It remained
active until 1975 conducting detailed inquiries into
many interests and aspects of the lives of those under
investigation.
The same thing is happening in the U.S. today,
as immigration, multicultural, educational and other
interests employ the accusation, or even inference, of
racism to defeat their enemies. In our form of government
there are no limits on causes, interests or any other way
to be heard. And, if we are not always a nation of laws,
we are one of labels. We are a country and culture given
to excessive labelling, and we can take a label from one
cause or issue and apply it without a moment of hesitancy
or a twinge of embarrassment to another.
Contradictions abound in race as in other law
issues of our time — even those that revolve around
rights of access such as education and immigration. For
instance, many black leaders fault their government and
fellow citizens because the nation has not been able to
fully assimilate its African-American population. They
ignore the fact that substantial numbers of their race
criticize their fellow blacks as “acting whitey” and
withdraw from them if they adopt “white” forms of dress,
language and education. This resistance to assimilation
is also evident in endurance of the distinctive spelling,
pronunciations and grammar of black speech that have
consistently withstood the force of assimilation.

*

It is unfortunate that our political system, which
through its acceptance of slavery set its seal of approval
on racism, was never able in subsequent years to undo it.
This is because racism is attached to life in America in
ways other than political — in culture, education, the
workplace, language, real estate, sports and others.
These manifestations, which are mostly mundane
and contemporary, relate to only the short period of
racism’s common history with ours. To seek its origins
we must go far back beyond our D of I, Magna Carta, Rome,
Greece, Egypt and China to the first meetings between
different African evolutionary branches that established
a sense of “the other”. Then and now, race is an identity
issue that arose from the recognition of differences —
skin/eye color, speech, dress, territory, mannerisms,
acceptance or its opposite, hostility, diet, weapons and
the combination of all into a sense of menace.
For primitive tribes following game across the
African savannah, a sense of harmony and unity was
essential to their protection and survival, for they
had to be alert and cooperative to meet the existential
threats posed by the various species with which they
shared their habitat. Notable differences such as size,
sound, color, speed, which could be detected from a
distance, sounded alarms that could mean the difference
between life and death.
. . . as through all of history, it is
who we are; it is primal.
Later, as populations, wealth, politics,
technology and religion developed and grew to dominate
human interaction, differences were increasingly
exposed and nurtured to provide advantage, real or
imagined. Identity today is still a survival mechanism,
sometimes offering grace and, at others, grief; and, as
through all of history, it is who we are; it is primal.
Racism in America has come a long way from its
colonial origins when it was given political confirmation
at our Constitutional Convention by the awkward
compromise of allowing it to continue in order to gain
the critical support of the powerful southern states.
But in less than half a century the cozy concept
of 1789 was no more, as England and France outlawed
slavery and here the growing violence over it in our
newly forming western states led to stronger and wider
public opposition. But, even after our Civil War and our
abolition of slavery, the issues of race and racism plague
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Another increasingly important trend has been
the decline in labor union membership in our workforces.
In the years following WW II, when our economy “ran on
high” reconstructing Europe and laying the foundations
of our modern consumer economy, unions were successful
in delivering contracts that moved their workers into
middle class prosperity. Whether black or white, most of
these middle and lower-middle class workers followed
their unions’ interests and voted for Democratic Party
candidates.
As the continuing decline in union membership
has decimated this traditional source of Democratic
voter support, especially among the white labor vote,
unions are no longer able to command and deliver “the
party line”, leaving Dems with the quandary of how to
replace this vanished constituency.
In addition to these technological and industrial
workforce changes a critical failure of vision and
psychology was widespread among the progressive
element of our political community. For decades, leftist
thought had so dominated our media and political
functions that even Congress, which is supposed to be
attuned to public opinion, was unable to believe that
massive change was in process. Curiously, at this time,
Congress, whose hands can move our levers of power,
has chosen to play a diminished role in setting and
maintaining standards/directions for our government;
and this abdication has seriously weakened the legislative
leg of our government’s three-branch, shared power
structure.

. . . it has had the power to cow its
unsuspecting and uninformed targets.
Race and Racism used to be nearly co-equal
emotional elements of our national history of black
America. Not so now, as our involvement with the peoples
and problems of the third world and global media have
increased. The epithet, “racist”, circles the globe and
has become our time’s term of universal condemnation.
Skillfully used, as it has been by our politicians and
our mainstream media (msm) , it has had the power to
cow its unsuspecting and uninformed targets.
Our democracy’s unique characteristic is that
its character, its philosophy, its life force can be
transformed peacefully and regularly by the will of its
citizens in ways consistent with the identity declared
in our D of I and Constitution. The charge of racism,
used as a power lever against our social and political
consciences, violates the vision of both documents.

ELECTION YEAR NOTES
AND
THE TRUMP PHENOMONON
It was clear from the beginning, as speculation
mounted and candidacies were announced, that the
nominating process for our 2016 election would differ
from previous ones because of both general trends and
the relative strengths/skills of the candidates. The
political uncertainty offered by this atmosphere of
change created an opportunity which Trump and, to a
lesser extent, Bernie Sanders were able to exploit.
As in most of our significant recent societal
changes, technology is an important element. Our cyber
age has altered our political landscape as much as any
other by transforming the way opinion is expressed and
received. Until the Obama election in 2008, news and the
opinion attending it were largely formed, controlled
and reported by our political elites (those in and out
of office) and their counterparts in our msm, especially
its 24/7 broadcast sector. Public opinion was largely
shaped by the information provided by them and our
public conversation was mostly with or through them.
Direct communication, one on one, was limited to personal
meetings/conversations or our telephones.
The growth of social media over the last decade
has changed that by allowing public opinion to be
exchanged at the speeds and volumes available to our
msm. Most importantly, we can express our political
concerns, questions and preferences without their being
subject to the filters of the political and media power
structures that have dominated our information process
for many years.

*
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These circumstances provided an opening
through which forces of change could enter and be
heard. Trump, more than anyone else, acted upon this
opportunity and put it to use, tapping into a strong and
widespread current of populist dissatisfaction with the
way political power had been gathered and exercised by
elected and unelected elites.
Now, after over a year of campaigning and with
six months remaining, two images stay in our mind and
will not be erased. As with many memorable instant
images, they tell a story beyond the moment. The first
is the collective portrait of the print and broadcast
opinion elitists all concurring for a year of comments
that Trump had no real support or message capable of
sustaining a campaign and would self-destruct in the
matter of a few months. Only after top level successes
in IA, NH, IL, NV, FL, MI, NC and SC did this chorus begin to
change and recognize Trump as a viable candidate.
The second image is the photo of Jeb Bush
campaigning in a NH snowfall with his mother, bent by
age, pushing her walker at his side. This was more than

an image; it was an epitaph for dynastic dreams of a Bush
III in the White House and a next generation son still to
come.

Acknowledged or disguised, religious
warfare has been a constant in WCIV.
Following Martin Luther’s initiation of the
Protestant Reformation in 1517 its resulting schism
dominated Western European politics, warfare, monarchical
succession and economics into the 20th century in ways
both obvious and concealed. And before the Reformation,
over a period of several hundred years, the Christian
nobility joined together to send troops to liberate sites
that had fallen to Muslims. Acknowledged or disguised,
religious warfare has been a constant in WCIV.
The current problem posed by militant Islam
cannot be understood today in Europe or America
without recognizing and accepting this background.
Sadly, Europe’s culture may already be so altered by
Muslim penetration that the latest wave may end Europe’s
Christian culture as we have known it within the span of
a few generations. This process of taking control is now
underway and, unless counter measures are adopted,
will achieve its goal.
Militant Islam’s ability to do away with other
cultures has been on display for centuries in which its
tactics have not varied — instill terror by extreme
violence; replace all other laws and religions with
Sharia; and command high fertility, Quran-based
education commencing in the pre-school years.
On their own, these methods have enabled Islam
to become the world’s second largest religion and the
dominant one in a region that stretches from Gibraltar
east to Singapore. There is, however, another element
in America and the European democracies that could
unintentionally facilitate Muslim growth. It is the
welcoming nature of our open governments and their
hesitance in responding to social or cultural pressure.
This is even more pronounced in the EU’s Brussels
bureaucracy, as has been evident in its continuing division
over how to deal with the current migrant crisis.
The European timetable is well ahead of events
in our country, but that does not mean that history
will spare us a confrontation with Islam for which
our national character and government may be poorly,
prepared — even more so than Europe because of our
briefer history and because our wars have been rooted
in political, territorial or economic causes. As in other
nations, they have served as testing grounds for our
values and defined our culture, but now militant Islam
presents us with a new kind of war — a religiously
motivated one — at a time when we face peril from beyond
and within our borders. How shall we respond?

Epitaphs, like photos or mirrors,
can render cruel judgements.
For Bush, the family tie was everything, providing
history, authenticity, funding and connections, but it
also carried a negative, that the public might consider
it too much, might even see in retrospect that the
Kennedy experience was too much weight to be borne by a
democracy as fragile as ours has come to be. Bush raised
over $100 million, danced around the dynasty matter,
produced single digit support numbers and ended his
candidacy in February. Epitaphs, like photos or mirrors,
can render cruel judgements.

RESPONSE TO INQUIRY — PART 1
ISLAM IN AMERICA
A reader has written and asked that we provide a
capsule version of the Muslim problem in America. Islam
doesn’t lend itself easily to encapsulation, but we’ll try.
First, because technology changes everything,
we live in an age of revision dominated by our instant
msm. Think back to the 19th century great age of the
novel when writers in Russia, France, England and the
U.S. produced an astounding body of work.
Many of these books were hundreds of pages in
length requiring several years of writing, but in addition
to their writing time every work had to be proof-read,
edited and typeset. Today, these last two functions can be
accomplished electronically in a small fraction of their
19th century time, as revision is easy, instantaneous and
continuous.
Revision is a blade that cuts two ways. It can
provide the means for keeping up to date, or its overuse
can stall a process and prevent it. Nothing is protected
from revision, not even, or especially, religion. In 17th
century New England when “the devil” lurked in every
word and action and “witches” were tied to chairs and
submerged in water to rid them of their wicked ways,
revision was not a part of Christian religious life.
Today, Christianity, both Roman and Protestant,
alters its traditional beliefs by both reinterpreting and/or
revising them. This process of accommodation to the “new”
ways of the world is the result of the way our technology
can apply financial, political and social pressures to the
public institutions and attitudes of our society.

*
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Underlying the problem of Islam in America and
our ability to treat it in a rational way is the tendency
of many Americans to view Islam only as a religion whose
presence and practice are assured by our Constitution.
Anxious to be seen as supporting the latter and its
often referenced “freedom of religion”, they fail to
make some basic distinctions which set Islam apart from
other faiths and which greatly increase the risk to host
nations or cultures who welcome it.
The first and most consequential of these
distinctions is that Islam is not just a religion like
Judaism or Christianity. It comes with a legal system
attached that prescribes a code of behavior along with its
rewards and penalties. Islam, then, is a “twofer”; you may
think of it only as a religious faith like any other, but it is
not like any other. At any given moment it can claim to be
divine message, priest, judge, jury or executioner with the
power of life and death over Muslims and others. In the
new areas to which it expands non-Muslims are often given
the choice of “convert or die”.
This true nature of Islam allows it to take
different forms in different times and places, confusing
many of its observers among our general population and
our elected representatives in government. But what is
even less understood are the multiple political, cultural
and social points in our democracy where Islam applies
unrelenting pressure. That pressure over time, if not
resisted, can bring down open, democratic societies such
as those in Europe — and ours!
Islam’s code of civil and criminal conduct is
called Sharia and is ordained by Islam’s holiest scripture,
the Quran, which is reputed by Muslims to be revelations
received and recorded by the prophet, Muhammad, from
the Archangel Gabriel. Within the Muslim faith there
is considerable latitude as to how to interpret and/or
impose Sharia’s commands, but they are holy text and
have been with us for about 1,400 years. They will not go
away and are always ready to do battle with our courts,
churches or Constitution.
There is a substantial body of opinion that claims
Islam is a peaceful and moderate faith not given to the
extremes found in Sharia, but this is disputed by both
its long history of violent conquest of others and the
continuing, bloody struggle between its Sunni and Shiite
factions that dominates life in the Near East (NE).
Sharia, and the legal argument it poses in
democracies, is perhaps the most powerful weapon
available to Islam in host countries that admit it, and
already we see it put to use in our and other western
nations. In the totally Muslim housing developments
outside Paris and other French cities where police
enforcement is limited to major incidents involving public
safety, community/behavioral matters are resolved by
Muslim authorities.
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And in England courts have begun to allow Muslim
domestic legal issues to be decided according to Sharia
— what might seem like a minor legal privilege now, but
for which pressure to extend it is sure to follow.
Sharia is not only a legal system; it is a system
from which multiple other forms of status can be
claimed and honored. It is its reach that makes it the
risk that it is for host societies, and especially those
open, democratic ones that have made such determined
efforts to be politically correct (PC) that they are
losing control of their own governments and destinies.
Any immigrant entering the US and starting on
its path towards full participation in our society (i.e.,
citizenship) exchanges some aspects of his/her native
identity/laws for ours. That’s the “deal” and it applies
equally to all migrants. Were Sharia only a legal system,
there would be no problem, but it derives from the most
holy Muslim scripture and is therefore, an all-important
element of the Islamic faith. It is religion. The Muslim
migrant may hear and speak the words of our oath of
citizenship, but in the chambers of the self guarded
by time and memory, it is the language of the Quran
memorized in early childhood that rules. Sharia is part
of the Muslim migrant’s being and, with the aid of our
very generous and open political system, it will create
exceptions to our rules and ways to maintain a separatist
Islamic presence rather than commit to assimilation.
Our permission of this process is not as advanced
as that of some of our fellow WCIV democracies, but it
has started and, of course, as is the case usually with
religious/constitutional issues, pressure can build.
While media coverage, open borders groups’ pressures
and court decisions that favor Islamic interests can all
enlarge our perception of the risk of Muslim migrant
admissions, there is one undeniable “wild card” —
that body of opinion which views freedom of religion
as unlimited in scope and fails to make any distinction
between religious practice and worship.
This difference, quite wisely, was not addressed
directly by our founding fathers with the result that
it has generated vast amounts of political, legal and
judicial comment. As there are countless parameters
used to define religion, we will avoid that trap, and the
First Amendment is so broad that it offers little help in
declaring religion’s role in the new nation, but the rights
granted by our Constitution seem to make more sense
if they are seen as individual rights, from government
to its citizens, not as benefits for unspecified groups.
Worship seems to align itself more with personal acts
such as prayer, reverence and contemplation while
religious practice can extend to group activities at the
community level that include charitable, educational,
medical treatment and public health efforts and,
increasingly in our time, public demonstrations against

or in favor of issues, candidates, genders, or ethnicities
that mix religion and politics.
Sharia can be seen as a form of legal umbrella
providing multiple protections. As law, it prescribes
individual and collective behavior and penalties for
disobedience, but, as part of a holy religious text, it also
is the basis for Islam’s code of social/moral conduct.
This dual status results in a structure (as authoritarian
as any devised by history’s secular leaders) in which are
specified both offenses and penalties that contradict our
own laws and the social progress that we have struggled
to achieve over the past two centuries.
For example, we can point to Islam’s practice of
“honor killings” or other “honor” forms of violence;
female genital mutilation; teenage sexual indoctrination
groups; corporal punishments for criminal or behavioral
code violations that include public beheadings, live
burials, stonings, amputations; and forced marriages
often involving child brides. This is only the “A” list.
There are many more aspects of Islamic life and belief
that violate our American origins, sensitivities and
goals, as well as our western culture.
A recent example of Islamic “honor” violence
seems to have occured in Los Angeles where Shehada7
Issa, 69, was arrested and charged with the hate crime
murder of his son, Amir, 29, because of the latter’s
homosexuality. The body of a second victim, Amir’s
mother, was also found at the crime scene and is
undergoing forensic tests. Details are sketchy and some
reports indicate drug use by Amir may have been a factor,
but Islamic family killings are often viewed by those who
commit them as permissible in order to rid the family
of shame and maintain its honor. We will report on any
further developments.
Those who consider Islam as only a religion
entitled to our longstanding tolerance for most faiths
fail to recognize the threat of its dual status, for, if we
protect Islam as a religion, it can and will claim that that
protection extends to all its parts, and that any effort
to restrict them is a denial of religious freedom and
rights guaranteed by our Constitution.
Once that argument is made, our open form of
government conveys a powerful advantage to those who
wish to convert it to their benefit. Our tolerance will
grant access to our courts where decisions can favor
the broader issue of Constitutional law theory over its
consequences. Whichever side of this issue we choose
to accept, we should recognize that the Islamic “rights”
argument is appearing more frequently on our court
calendars and some judges have already issued opinions
that allow the consideration of Islamic law in legal
arguments/decisions.
*

*

*

The legal process of claiming rights can be
a relatively direct and painless way to challenge
sovereignty — from trial, through jury, verdict and
sentence — and can plant seeds that germinate, grow
and cloud the future. Its advantage to the host country
whose culture and laws are being converted to alien
views is that it takes place in our public courts and is
open to our msm coverage.
But, beyond the legal effort to establish special
religious and/or humanitarian rights for Muslims under
our Constitution, there are other quieter and wider
ways to transform our culture and social relations. And
nowhere are we more vulnerable than in the state/federal
and public/private mixture of intentions, standards,
regulations, attitudes and funding that comprise our
educational system.
The Islamic impact on education in America will be
like no other we have experienced, religious or secular.
While we cannot accurately predict its path or progress,
the areas in which it will clash with our traditions are
evident.
At first, it is most likely that Muslim migrants will
settle and stay in communities that are either completely
or mostly Islamic by count and character, and where the
traditional education model based on the Quran would
be standard practice for at least the elementary years
and probably beyond. In effect, this could amount to
a type of home schooling with no interference from
local authorities in the written or spoken message. Any
attempts to question, modify or control this process
would be stonewalled by claims to our Constitutional
right of “freedom of religion”.
Another scenario might develop in which over
time more moderate Muslims might want to send their
offspring to American schools to gain the benefits of
language, technology, economics and job prospects they
offer. It doesn’t take much foresight to imagine the
conflicts that would result in our schools, where even
the most modest mention of religion is avoided, from
the introduction of members of an extremely aggressive
faith such as Islam.
. . . the opportunity for litigation
over “rights” is endless.
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There would be calls for portraying historical
Islam in ways that deviate from our WCIV perception,
and the methods of PC would be widely applied to texts,
curriculums and the grading process. As our educational
system is one of much money and many elements — state,
federal, local, commercial, parental, labor, and academic
— the opportunity for litigation over “rights” is endless.

Other areas of social conflict, which can easily
reach our courts, are Muslim diet and dress regulations.
These are distinctive aspects of Islamic life that arouse
antagonisms on both sides of the religious divide.
Just look at the NE where everybody dresses the same
and diet has been subject to religious controls for
centuries; and then at our own country where variety,
not regimentation, is the norm.
The argument can be made that dress/diet are
personal choices which any group can exercise without
interference, but they can also be, and in Islam’s case
are, powerful symbols — cultural, political, religious
which, whether by chance or intention, can draw “red
lines” where they otherwise would not be.
Differences, real or imagined? Slights,
targeted criticism or comments extracted from casual
conversation? Glances, suspicious or harmless? These
are questions always present when we confront, or even
contemplate, “the other”. These questions, and those
raised by all the previous cultural, religious, legal and
social differences we have cited combine to lead to the
most basic, and probably enduring, of all the problems
that would result from an unrestricted Islamic presence
in America.
We refer to assimilation which has “bedrock”
status in both Islam’s and our societies. For us,
assimilation has been an economic/social success since
its beginning and a political policy prize until IRCA (The
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1965), when the
goals, methods and values of our immigration policy were
all completely changed without any serious examination
of the consequences.
Assimilation for Islam, however, presents a
different kind of bedrock situation — not an economic/
social policy issue, but first, last and always an act of
betrayal in defiance of what is commanded by the Quran
and, therefore, of Islam’s holy law.
America, in its only two-plus centuries’ existence
and with the benefit of an original landscape, has
established a new form of representative government
built on equality and freedom. This was made possible
by our national contract with all new arrivals that they
would be granted full rights of citizenship in return
for their renouncing all former titles and allegiances,
learning our language and history and pledging their
loyalty to the U.S. There is no “wiggle room” between
these two foundational histories and no two attitudes
could be more incompatible!
Assimilation has proven itself by providing a
solution to some of the nation’s very vexing economic,
political and social problems associated with its rapid
growth in wealth and population. But now it stands as
the dividing line, that determines where Islam ends and
America begins. Articles will be written, speeches given

and maps drawn, but, unless at least one of the parties
chooses to renounce past history and present identity,
the line will remain and their ways will be separate.
As the process of assimilation is one that we have
called upon to deliver different benefits at different
times, now we turn to it again to serve as a cultural
firewall. It is the test that all the arguments and
differences we have cited must either pass or fail. It is
a test of systems and beliefs that may be administered
by laws and governments, but will be decided by the
character and vision of America’s people and institutions.
They are not infallible, and civilization’s
wasteland is covered with the bones of populations and
governments that committed suicide by making the wrong
choice. What is so different now is that the siren songs
of technology and the media distort both the content and
our reception of the multitude of messages from which
we must craft our choice and our destiny.
Any conflict with Islam is, because of the many
and deep differences between us, one of survival,
although we may not recognize it in time because Islam
has two distinct advantages.
The first is that it can use our own laws, language
and institutions to serve its interest. And the second is
that by our nature we are open, welcoming and slow to
recognize the dangers that our system invites.
*

*

*

Islam is an aggressive religion now in an
expansionist phase with daily religiously motivated
bombings taking place in Africa, the NE and Asia. Europe
is probably only one generation away from a Muslim
political party attaining power electorally in one or
more of its democracies. Paris, London, Brussels and
New York have all experienced major attacks by Muslim
terrorists. These groups go by different names, but
their common thread is Islam. It may be comforting
to hope or think, that their attacks will slacken, but
realism reveals that they are increasing in boldness and
frequency.
For centuries the sea has served many countries
as a protection from invasion and favored a sense of
security in both England and the US that extended to WW
II. Many in America still cling to our former “It can’t
happen here” status, but now even North Korea is laying
claim to membership in the nuclear club. Much of what
threatens us today we could not have imagined fifty
years ago. The truth is that we face a new world, new
weapons and a new enemy — and this truth is very likely
to hurt.
As we said, encapsulation doesn’t come easily
with Islam. We will continue this reply in our next issue.
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EPILOGUE

END NOTES
1

Some childhood night sounds, like the wind in the
trees and the lonesome call of a passing steam train, stay
fixed in our minds, as if to defy time. They remind us that
nature is eternal and technology fleeting. Now we can
hear a new sound — something distant and unfamiliar.
It is the sound of massive, political power shifting —
and we should be thankful that it is not accompanied
by gunfire and troop movements. While this shift has
not been clearly acknowledged, or even identified, by
our msm and political elite, it is a guiding force in both
parties in this year’s election process.

2
3
4

5
6
7

Source: The ProEnglish Advocate, 20 F Street NW
7th Floor, Washington, DC 20001 (202) 507-6203
Website: www.proenglish.org
Ibid
www.albartlett.org, University of Colorado
President Nixon, despite his many failings, had
moments of prescience. In 1969 he established
the Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future under the chairmanship of John D.
Rockefeller III. It was an extraordinary document
which inquired into the effect of our growing
population upon many aspects of American life.
The Constitution of the United States. Amendment II
December 15, 1791
The Newshour, 2/22/16 CPB
Shehada is the Islamic profession of faith, “there is
no god but Allah, and Muhammad is his messenger”.
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